• Call to Order – Drs. Earnest Perry and Tracy Kitchel, Task Force Co-Chairs

• (Re-) Introductions

• Review of Last Meeting

• Overview of Blackboard and Data (so far)

Additional data needs were discussed outside what was currently posted. See “Data Desired…” document under this meeting folder for that list. Beyond this list, a few others things were discussed. GPC is working on a survey project to be implemented early Fall 2015; we may be able to add items if needed. After looking at more quantitative data, we may look at case studies to help us understand differences across programs.

• Review of AAU and Graduate Studies Related Metrics

We discussed how the AAU may frame our recommendations. See “AAU frame…” document based on the Phases (or tier) System.

• Review of MUSOP and Graduate Studies Related Metrics
  
  ○ Overview of Possible MUSOP Changes (Earnest Perry)

Earnest shared the preliminary views of the MUSOP document and how they may align with our work. We will discuss in further details when the latest iteration is released.

• Next Steps

As you review the data (and more are provided), be thinking of recommendations. Don’t get too engrossed “in the weeds” yet, but be thinking about how the data might support possible assertions and recommendations. Start jotting those down as your review.

• Adjournment